
 Buzzer Questions  

 Semi-finals  

 Semi-final A  

1.  Until his death in 1760, this prince-elector of the Holy Roman Emperor was also King of 
Britain and Ireland. He contracted Handel to compose The Music for the Royal Fireworks. 
F2P, who was this monarch? 

George II 

F1P, at which 1743 battle did George II become the last British monarch to lead his troops 
in battle? 

Dettingen 

2.  This character, created by John Ryan, made his first appearance in a strip in the Eagle 
comic in 1950, his adventures evolving from 1957 into an animated TV series that used 
the traditional Trumpet Hornpipe as its familiar theme tune. The commander of The Black 
Pig, F2P, who was this seafarer?  

Captain Pugwash 

F1P, which rival pirate captain was Pugwash’s arch-nemesis?  Cut-throat Jake 

3.  Although not making the top hundred on a World list, this country is the most densely 
populated in South America, and one of only two that does not border Brazil. F2P, what is 
this country, one of only two worldwide named after a line of latitude? 

Ecuador 

F1P, which item of apparel, seemingly named after another country, originates in 
Ecuador? 

Panama Hat 

4.  In this opera, the principle baritone role is that of Sharpless, the local American consul, 
and the principal tenor that of B.F. Pinkerton, a Lieutenant in the U.S. Navy. F2P, what is 
the title of this Puccini opera, set in Nagasaki? 

Madam Butterfly 

F1P, what is the name of this opera’s tragic heroine, also known as Madam Butterfly?  Cio-Cio-san 

5.  Inspired by his researches, the Scottish scientist David Brewster invented this optical 
instrument, giving it a name derived from the Greek for “observation of beautiful forms”. 
Comprising a pair of angled mirrors within a cylinder, F2P, what is the name of this 
aesthetic device that generates changing symmetrical patterns when rotated? 

Kaleidoscope 

F1P, Brewster’s Law is associated with which aspect of the behaviour of light whose 
applications include the elimination of glare from road surfaces? 

Polarisation 

6.  Declared “America’s Best Rock’n’Roll Band” by Rolling Stone in 1987, the personnel of 
this ensemble hardly changed from their 1980 formation in Georgia to their 2011 
disbanding, save for the amicable 1997 departure of their drummer, Bill Berry, who cited 
waning enthusiasm. F2P, who were this band, named after a type of sleep? 

R.E.M. 

F1P, who was the lead vocalist and frontman of R.E.M.? Michael Stipe 

7.  This Scottish coastal town is praised in the narrative poem Tam o’ Shanter for the bonny 
qualities of its lasses and the honesty of its menfolk. F2P, what is this town whose 
racecourse hosts the Scottish Grand National?   

Ayr 

F1P, what is the traditional nickname of Ayr United Football Club? The Honest Men 

8.  Set in the small town of Sparta, Mississippi, this 1967 film centres on the murder of a 
wealthy industrialist who has relocated to the town from Chicago to build a factory. F2P, 
what is this film, which, among its 5 Academy Awards, won one for Rod Steiger? 

In the Heat of The Night 

F1P, which 1970 sequel to In the Heat of the Night took its title from an iconic line from 
the film? 

They Call Me Mr. Tibbs 

9.  Julian Alaphilippe of France, competing for the Belgian Quick-Step Floors team, is its most 
recent winner, achieved over 8 stages in early September 2018. F2P, what is this sporting 
event, sponsored by Ovo Energy, whose name has previously been applied as an 
alternative name to events known as the Prutour and the Milk Race? 

Tour of Britain 

Apart from achieving his first Grand Tour stage win, F1P, what was Alaphilippe’s most 
conspicuous achievement in the 2018 “Grand Tours”? 

King of the Mountains in the 
Tour de France 

10.  Contrary to its most popular names, this food plant is a legume, often known the goober 
pea or just goober in the USA, where it was famously farmed by the 39th President.  F2P, 
what is this pulse, allergenic for some, that shares its name with a cartoon strip, originally 
entitled Li’l Folks? 

Peanuts or Groundnuts or 
Monkey nuts 

In the years following WW2, F1P, in which African colony did the UK government 
establish a famously unsuccessful scheme for the widespread cultivation of peanuts? 

Tanganyika  
(Prompt Tanzania) 

11.  It’s logo incorporates a red cross and a green man-eating viper, both indicating its links to 
the city of Milan, where it was established in 1910 as an offshoot of the French Darracq 
company. Its name unusually seems to comprise two letters of the NATO alphabet,  F2P, 
what is this car manufacturer, this season superseding the Sauber Formula 1 team? 

ALFA Romeo 

The inaugural Formula 1 World Championship in 1950 was won in an ALFA Romeo. F1P, 
who was the winning driver? 

Giuseppe Farina  
 



 

12.  Some claim the phrase itsy-bitsy and the word sabre to derive from this language. Coach 
and hussar certainly do. F2P, what is this national language, spoken within the EU, which 
also gifted English with the words goulash, and, indirectly, biro? 

Hungarian 

F1P, give either of the other two EU national languages which, like Hungarian, are part of 
the Uralic language family. 

Finnish or Estonian 

13.  This sometime jazz musician had been an Oxford organ scholar. The title of the film that 
represented his first Hollywood starring role was a number, and that that brought his only 
Oscar nomination a forename. F2P, who was this actor, musician and comedian known 
for his double act with fellow Beyond the Fringe performer Peter Cook? 

Dudley Moore 

Foul-mouthed extensions of their earlier Pete and Dud characters, F1P, what were the 
names of the characters portrayed by Cook and Moore in partly adlibbed dialogues? 

Derek and Clive  
 

14.  Last year marked the centenary of the birth of this amateur bongo player and Nobel 
prize-winning physicist, notable for pioneering Q.E.D., a new discipline in physics. The 
diagrams he devised to describe particle interactions were named after him. F2P, who 
was this scientist, credited with identifying the cause of the Challenger shuttle disaster? 

Richard Feynman 

F1P, in this context, what does Q.E.D. stand for? Quantum Electrodynamics 

15.  She was one of the first women awarded a degree by Oxford University. Before becoming 
a successful crime writer, she enjoyed a career in advertising, being responsible for the 
Guinness “Zoo” campaign including the slogan, “Guinness is good for you”.  F2P, who was 
this author, the creator of Lord Peter Wimsey? 

Dorothy L. Sayers 

F1P, who was the female amateur detective who sometimes worked with Wimsey? Harriet Vane 

16.  Administratively part of the larger Burgundy region, this wine region, famous for light 
acidic reds, made using the carbonic maceration process, is situated on the west bank of 
the Saône river north of Lyon. Its appellations include Brouilly, Morgon and Fleurie. F2P, 
what is this region associated with a race to bring each year’s new wine to London? 

Beaujolais 

F1P, what is the grape variety exclusively used for Beaujolais reds? Gamay 

TB Which single word can mean any of the following: overturn; ferrule; hint; gratuity? Tip 



 
 


